Senior Manager Plan to Order Architecture (f/m/div)
*
Job description
Do you want to shape the future of supply chain? You love data, processes and
digitalization? Then take the chance and join Infineon as a Senior Manager Plan to
Order Architecture and become part of an exciting global company dedicated to make
the world more digital and more sustainable. You will be responsible for the Supply
Chain Business Process Architecture with focus on Order Promising, Order
Management, Customer & Product Allocation, Demand & Supply Planning, Sales &
Operational Planning Processes.

At a glance
Location:
Job ID:

350848

Start date:

as soon as possible

Entry level: 5+ years
Type:

Full time

Contract:

Permanent

Apply to this position online by following the
URL and entering the Job ID in our job search:

In your new role you will:
Drive Business Analysis of new SC demands with “overarching” Plan & Deliver
processes that include Sales & Operational Planning, Demand & Supply Planning,
Customer & Product Allocation, Order Promising, and Order Management topics
Based on the business analysis, define the SC Concepts in collaboration with SC
& IT experts and architects in the area of Plan & Deliver Processes
Support and lead global supply chain projects as subject matter expert , and play
a key role in implementation with focus on overarching Plan & Deliver processes
Drive and facilitate the discussions with business leaders from Corporate Supply
Chain, Business Divisions teams to identify business SC capabilities in relation to
current and future business objectives based on Integrated Supply Chain
Roadmap
Collaborate with experts from IT Supply Chain & Sales teams on SC functional
capability improvements to fulfill current and future business objectives
Analyze and extend (as required) the current Process Performance Metrics & KPIs
in the area of SC Plan and Deliver processes. (Eg: Delivery Reliability, Delivery
Performance, Customer Agreement fulfillments etc.
Drive the continuous improvement initiative towards improving the SC Plan &
Deliver Process KPIs on regular basis in collaboration with SC Process owners
and experts
Define SC Plan & Deliver solutions and capabilities with understanding the
touchpoints and interdependencies with Sales & Marketing, Customer Logistics &
Finance Controlling processes

Profile
You have a clear notion of how innovation contributes to the commercial success of the
company and concentrate your creativity and knowledge on producing results with real
added value. You are able to quickly establish a successful cooperation and clarify
areas of responsibility, coordinate your work with colleagues, and regularly share your
insights with them. You feel responsible for and contribute to the team’s success and
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Contact
Sebastian Schmaus
Talent Attraction Manager

insights with them. You feel responsible for and contribute to the team’s success and
promote an awareness for quality in your area of work.
You are best equipped for this task if you have:
A degree in Business Administration / Computer Science with focus on Supply
Chain Management, Industrial Engineering or a related field
At least 6 years of working experience in semiconductor industry , in different
field of Supply Chain
Deep knowledge of Demand Planning, Supply Planning, Order Promising
Processes
Ability to abstract complex topics, think in Big Picture, End to End way and
describe in simple and persuasive manner
Strong analytic skills with excellent story boarding , communication and
moderation skills to align between various stakeholders
Proven experience with SAP Hana, CRM and /or Blue Yonder Order Promising,
Supply Planning solutions knowledge with system integration aspects.
Knowledge and Experience in Supply Chain topics like Supply Chain
Segmentation, SC Resilience, profit optimized Supply Chain , Supply Chain
Performance Measurement; Artificial Intelligence @Supply Chain will be
preferred
Intercultural awareness and emotional intelligence
Excellent English language and communication skills, with German fluency
considered a plus

Why Us
Part of your life. Part of tomorrow.
Infineon is a world leader in semiconductor solutions that make life easier, safer, and
greener. Our solutions for efficient energy management, smart mobility, and secure,
seamless communications link the real and the digital world.

* The term gender in the sense of the General Equal Treatment Act (GETA) or other
national legislation refers to the biological assignment to a gender group. At Infineon
we are proud to embrace (gender) diversity, including female, male and diverse.

